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lt is a truism that comparative studies of different fields raise more problems than they solve. Perhaps music and 
literature should be free of that dicturn: both are temporal arts and their interconnectedness has a long history. 
Yet, the annals of comparative thought devoted to verbal and musical communication are heavily coloured by 
contradictions and dead-ends. While a detailed survey ofthe subject may be omitted in this forurn , two aspects 
of its history are most gerrnane to the burden of this paper. Once the domain of philosophers, critics, and writ-
ers/composers, such concems have been professionalized in the disciplines, and fully institutionalized in some of 
them. In part for that reason, today pertinent discourse is located chiefly in literary theory, with the concomitant 
domination of the interdisciplinary enterprise by literary scholars. Noteworthy as some results of such efforts 
have been, considered strictly from the point ofview ofmusical scholarship, all but a very few share an obvious 
weakness : the musica/ expertise (arising from practical and theoretical training reinforced by focussed and sus-
tained professional application) is lacking. For this reason, research into musico-literary relations seldom moves 
outside <safe> - that is, literature-dominated - topic-areas, while the direct and rigorously critical adapting of 
the other field's concepts and methodology remains underexplored. This is also likely the reason for the recent 
increase ofinterest in the musicological community. lfthis small contribution to the discussion leaves mostly 
questions, this may motivate those better equipped to continue to probe this fascinating - if troublesome -
area ofwhat is still largely a no-man's-land. 
A seminal essay by Carl Dahlhaus, written sorne 15 years ago on the overall theme of this congress, begins 
thus: «Der Versuch, sich darüber zu verständigen, ob Musik als komponierte Musik ein Text ist oder nicht und 
was es überhaupt besagt, wenn man sie als Text charakterisiert oder die Benennung nicht gelten lässt, mag als 
überflüssige Reflexion über eine bloße Metapher, eine zwar unverfiingliche, aber uneigentliche Redeweise er-
scheinen.»' The ideational conclusion of the piece is no less equivocal: «In blinder Analogiesucht von dem 
sprachlichen Textbegriff[ . .. ] auf einen entsprechenden musikalischen Textbegriff zu schließen[ .. . ] wäre jedenfalls 
verfehlt.»2 Actualizing the argurnent Dahlhaus then summoned up the spectre of chance music; its malignant 
irnpact («die Geflihrdung des musikalischen Werkbegriffs [und des] Textcharakters der Musik») led him to end 
on a temporizing note : «Die Aleatorik aber war ( . .. ] nicht das letzte Wort über die Musik als Text.»'Some 
twelve years later, in one of his last essays, he was still wrestling with what he feit were related, unresolved 
questions (such as Textgeschichte and Werkidentität) or ones that had been handled inadequately in Rezeptions-
geschichte.4 
This much from the pen of a fine musical-cultural thinker indicates that the question: «should musical schol-
arship consider taking over concepts and methods from another discipline?» must be answered affirmatively. But 
it must also be qualified by interrogating borrowed ideas for their potential to enhance our understanding and 
enjoyment of the art of music. 
In the following, the various sub-topics are presented in pointforrn ( or, more fashionably put, as <polyphon-
ous expository discourse> ). 
A. There are a nurnber of variously abstract intra- and interdisciplinary notions and relationships which serve to 
ground the main inquiry; with no clairn to completeness, I see the following as the chief ones. 
1. The borrowing of terms has been both a boon and a bane of interartistic discourse; thus, the problem of 
terrninology is a fundamental one. Though taxonomic complexities rapidly compound the problem, present 
needs demand a definition only ofthe concept of <text>. Despite its supposedly uncertain ontological status in the 
<postmodern> age, the etymologically derived meaning of <text> continues to be honoured, at least in practice. 
Nonetheless, for present-day use it is best defined in a neutral manner, such as: «a text is any collocation of phe-
nomena that may be interpreted as a system of signs.»5 
2. <Language> versus <Text>. This dichotomy is essential to postrnodem/poststructuralist literary criticism. 
3. <Work> versus <Text>. This relationship has changed more than once in both disciplines. For a latter-day 
view of the distinction in music, we may cite Klaus Kropfinger' s succinct forrnulation: a musical «work» is 
1 Carl Dahlhaus, «Musik als Text», in: Dichtung und Musik, ed. by Gllnter Schnitzler, Stuttgart, 1979, p. 11 . 
2 Ebd., p. 26. 
3 Ebd., p. 28. 
4 Carl Dahlhaus, «Textgeschichte und Rezeptionsgeschichte» in: Rezeprionstisrhetik und Rezeptionsgeschichre in der Musikwissenschaft, 
ed. by Hermann Danuser und Friedhelm Krummacher, Laaber, 1991 , pp. 105-114. 
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constituted of a <!ext> and the «lebendige Zeiterfahrung», the vivid experience of the time-dimension.6 Less 
helpful are approaches which tend to dim the terms' outline, such as Wittgenstein's «blurred concept».7 
4. <Text>l< Work> versus <Performance>. This dichotomy is a most complicated one, for both terms are subject 
to various interpretations in literature, as in music. An intriguing trend in recent literary theory is one in which 
text, work, and performance are perceived as different but interrelated. Thus, in Wolfgang Iser's phenomenologi-
cal, <perforrnen-oriented view: « [ ... ) the literary work cannot be completely identical with the text, or with the 
realization ofthe text. ( ... ) The convergence oftext and reader brings the literary work into existence.»8 
5. <Text> versus <Meaning>. The difficulties that adhere to the concept of meaning in music are weil known. 
Still, non-ideographic writing and musical notation resemble each other in that both represent only the 
<wording> of the <text>, but not its <meaning>. Specifically, a score encodes the sound rather than the sense of the 
music.9 
B. Impolite as it may be for an outsider to say so, today's literary-critical scene is one not so much of pluralism 
than of outright chaos. Conducted mostly from behind academic ramparts by some ofthe ablest users of language 
- tool and subject of the debate au fand - the intemecine warfare ranges from reductive criticism of another' s 
ideas to willful misrepresentation. Shortness of time precludes a detailed survey of <movements>, <schools>, 
factions and mavericks, and mandates the adoption of !arger constellations. These arise readily from a chrono-
logical ordering of stylistic <dominants> 10 and enable us to establish three historical-stylistic categories: 1. classi-
cal modemism/formalism; 2. historical avantgarde/structuralism; and 3. postrnodemisrn/poststructuralism. 11 
1. Of literary scholarship, <classical modemism> included the flourishing and decline of positivist philology, 
and the bourgeoning of what for many is the most fruitful and adaptable critical movement of the twentieth cen-
tury, New Criticism. Originally Anglo-American, this anti-historicist method denied literature's referential 
powers early on; its techniques were <close reading> and <intrinsic analysis>. In the end, its most important con-
tribution proved to be the propagation of modemist assumptions about literature, but also about language, 
knowledge, and experience. 12 
Wishing to free itself from the documentary and biographical emphasis of traditional historical scholarship, 
and from the contemporary critical vogue ofjoumalistic impressionism, New Criticism made the text the centre 
of literary study. A text has a fixed structure; its analysis leads to an understanding of the precise contents, and 
thus the ability to report on the work. Central to such a report is an explication ofthe status ofthe work as art. 
The <close reading> ofthe text confirms the work' s organic unity, and enables the interpreter to comprehend 
the pattem inscribed by the historical author. For some, the pattern thus perceived had both a spatial and a 
temporal dimension: the text is an object, as weil as an <actiom unfolding in time. Such a reading also allowed 
for the identification of <structure> with <meaning>. 13 
Clearly, some New Critics saw the dangers of rigorously anti-historicist and anti-contextual <close reading> 
and insisted on the necessary - if secondary - role of socio-historical information. The inexorable <democrati-
zatiom of interpretation led to a subverting ofthe norms of literary judgement. Any text could generate unlimited 
<readings> by master and pupil alike, giving rein to unarbitrated subjectivity. 14 There are two ironies evident in 
the evolution ofNew Criticism. The seemingly untrammelled <freedom> of interpretation makes it look similar 
to the indeterminate reading strategies that rule the postmodern scene. At the same time, it is its adaptability 
that ha5 allowed New Criticism to survive to this day. 
Its durability notwithstanding, alternative critical approaches did appear in the work of the movement's 
quasi-dissidents. Thus, Eric D. Hirsch insists on authority in interpretation; moreover, his <authority> derives 
6 Klaus Kropfinger, «Überlegungen zum Werkbegriff», in: Rezeptionstisthetik und Rezeptionsgeschichte, ed. by Hermann Danuser and 
Friedhelm Krummacher, p. 116. 
7 Ludwig Wittgenstein, Phi/osophica/ lnvestigations, Part 1, # 71, übersetzt von Gertrude E.M. Anscombe, 2.ed. by Gertrude E.M. Ans-
combe and Rush Rhees, New York, 1958, p. 34. 
8 Wolfgang lser, «The Reading Process: <A Phenomenological Approach»>, in: New Directions in literary Theory, ed. by Ralph Cohen, 
London, 1974, p. 125. -Although lser ' s formulation of the problem appeals to me for its flexibility, precedence in developing this 
mode of perception goes to Roman lngarden (cf. his The Work of Music and the Problem of lts ldentity, transl. by Adam Czerniawski, 
ed. by Jean G. Harrell , Berkeley, 1986, pp. 9, 35 [original Polish, 19661). 
9 Though conceding a parallelism in intonation (Tonfall), Dahlhaus regarded analogies drawn between writing and musical notation as 
«thoroughly illusory» («Über die Bedeutung des nicht Notierten in der Musik», in: Musicae Scientiae Collectanea. Festschrift Karl 
Gustav Feilerer zum siebzigsten Geburtstag am 7. Juli /972 , ed. by Heinrich HOschen, Köln 1973, p. 87). 
10 Roman Jakobson 's idea of the cultural ,dominant> («The Dominant», in: Readings in Russian Poetics, ed. by Ladislav Matejka and 
Krystyna Pomorska, Ann Arbor 1978, pp. 82, 85) was refined into a versatile stylistic-classiticatory aid by Brian McHale («Change of 
Dominant from Modernist to Postmodemist Writing», in: Approaching Postmodernism, ed. by Douwe Fokkema and Hans Bertens, 
Amsterdam 1986, pp. 53-79). 
11 This useful <trichotomy> of periodization, consisting of the first tern1 in each pair, had been developed at two international colloquia in 
1988 and 1989 (proceedings in, respectively, Neohelicon 16/ 1[1989], pp. 7-189, and Avantgarde und Pos/moderne, ed. by Erika 
Fischer-Lichte and Klaus Schwind, Tübingen, 1991). 
12 Gerald Graff, literature Against ltself, Chicago, 1979, p. 5. 
13 Michael Fischer, Stanley Cave/1 and L1terarySkepticism, Chicago 1989, pp. 14f. 
14 William E. Cain, The Crisis in Crillcism, Baltimore 1984, pp. 2f., IOlf. 
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from the correct relationship of <text>, <meaning>, and <significance>: «Meaning is that which is represented by a 
text; it is what the author meant by his use of a particular sign sequence [ ... ). Significance, on the other hand, 
names a relationship between that meaning and a person, or a conception, or a situation [ ... ).» 15For us, the most 
important situational mutant is the <person> who enables the text to acquire significance. He/she is a composite 
figure: <readen, distenen, <performen, and <interpreten, all ofwhom have the capacity to interact with a text. 
Such an overview reveals the outlines of a number of nascent theories. This is due precisely to New Criti-
cism 's longevity: it inevitably interacted with thought-modalities which belong more to the next historical-
stylistic category. In point of fact, one of these - Russian Formalism - is readily seen as a <bridge> of sorts 
between Anglo-American New Criticism and European Structuralism. And Hirsch's enabling <person> foreshad-
ows theoretical constructs pertaining to readers and reception. 
2. <Historical avant-garde> and <structuralism> may seem to be juxtaposed wilfully and artificially. Yet, if 
<avant-garde> means a conscious and sustained striving for the mew>, it must be evident that Ferdinand de 
Saussure's <structural linguistics> inaugurated a period in modern thought that is ideationally and chronologi-
cally directly comparable to the revolutions then taking place in the arts. 16 Structural linguistics ' primary 
concern is with relationships among the components of language, rather than with the components themselves. 
Signification and meaning are less important than the establishing of sets of structural relations. Opposed as it is 
to both mimetic and expressive criticism, structuralism in literary studies «challenges the long-standing belief 
that [ . .. ] any kind of literary text reflects a given reality; [it) is, rather, constituted of other conventions and 
texts .»17 In a typical structuralist operation, then, a text is examined for the functions of sounds, rhythms and 
meanings, and their interactive pattems. 
3. Whether considered chronologically or stylistically, postrnodernism is difficult to separate from its 
prefixless <antecedent>. Similarly, a perusal ofthe literature on the problem ofstructuralism versus poststructural-
ism leads one to conclude that their differences are as much a matter ofthe mind-set ofthe <participant> as of his-
torical or stylistic attributes. Given the diversity ofpractices under both labels, and their common foundation in 
structural linguistics, there is growing agreement that the relationship to each other ofthe two modes of thought 
is one of <displacement> rather than of <development>. 18 
In fact, nothing illustrates the displacement of structuralism by poststructuralism better than the career of 
Roland Barthes, a truly original thinker of our age. For him , the shift meant a <reversab of <perspective>, from 
one where a <general structure>, a <model> serves as the basis for the «analyses of contingent texts» , to one in 
which «each text is in some sort its own model». 19 The transmutation of Barthes's thinking about the <text> 
culminated in his article, Theory of the Text, published in 1973 . lt is eloquent proof of his genius that his enter-
prise survived the fashionable, radical-chic <philosophies>, despite his evident openness to them. Especially the 
<historical> aspects ofthe essay continue to fascinate, for they perform the displacement of the outmoded concep-
tion of the text with the structural and the poststructural before the very eyes of the reader. First, then, the 
<classical> concept: 
«[Le] texte[ . .. ) est la surface phenomenale de l'a:uvre litteraire; c'est le tissu des mots engages dans l'a:uvre 
et agences de fayon a imposer un sens stable et autant que possible unique. [ .. . ) le texte, c' est ce qui est ecrit.»20 
This conception of the text was linked to the metaphysics of <truth> . Structural linguistics, insofar as it «a 
consacre scientifiquement le concept de signe», brought about «l'aboutissement triomphal d' une metaphysique 
du sens, cependant que, par son imperialisme meme, eile obligeait a deplacer, a deconstruire et a subvertir 
l' appareil de la signification; c'est [ . . . ] alentour 1960 que de nouveaux chercheurs [ . . . ) ont commence a enoncer 
une critique du signe et une nouvelle theorie du texte [ ... ).» 
The <enunciation> consisted of substituting «le critere de validite au critere de verite», reorganizing «la 
repartition traditionnelle des discours», and endowing literary semiotics with «la notion de texte, unite discur-
sive superieure ou interieure a la phrase.» Placing all this «dans un nouveau champ de reference, essentiellement 
defini par l'intercommunication [du] materialisme dialectique et [de) la psychanalyse» brings about the 
«mutation epistemologique» which produces «un objet nouveau [ ... ] que l'on appelle texte.» 
For his definition ofthe new (that is, poststructural) text, and the elaboration of its theory, Barthes adopted 
Julia Kristeva's principal theoretical concepts. His most important conclusions were these: 
a. The text is not a product, «mais Je theätre meme d'une production ou se rejoignent le producteur du texte 
et son lecteurn; «c ' est le texte qui [ . .. ] travaille inlassablement, non l' artiste ou le consommateur.» 
15 Eric D. Hirsch, Va/idity in lnterpretatwn, New Haven 1974, p. 8. 
16 lt is an often overlooked fact that structuralism acquired a strong literary-aesthetic focus only in Anglo-American theory and practice . 
Still, the literary essays of Europeans like Jakobson, Mukarovsky and Levi-Strauss illustrate their common interests clearly enough for 
present purposes. 
17 J.A. Cuddon, A Diclionary of Uterary Terms and literary Theory, Oxford 3 199 1, p. 923 . 
18 See, for example, Robert Young's «Post-Structuralism: An lntroductiom,, in his Untying the Text: A Post-Struch1ralist Reader, London 
1981 , p. 1. 
l 9 A Conversalion with Roland Barthes, in: Signs of the Times: lntroductory Readings in Textua/ Semiolics, ed. by Stephen Heath u.a., 
Cambridge 1971 , p. 44. 
20 All excerpts were taken from Volume IS of the Encyclopaedia Umversahs, Paris 1973, pp. 1013-1017; an English translation by lan 
McLeod is in Young, Untying the Text, pp. 32-4S. 
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b. «Tout texte est un tissu nouveau de citations revolues.» 
c. «Une reuvre est un objet fini [ .. . ) qui peut occuper un espace physique; [ . .. ] le texte est un champ metho-
dologique. [ .. . ) L ' reuvre se tient dans la main, le texte dans le langage.» 
d. «On ne peut [ . . . ] restreindre le concept de <texte> a l' ecrit;[ . . . ] tout !es pratiques signifiantes peuvent 
engendrer du texte. [ .. . ) La theorie du texte amene [ .. . ) la promotion d 'un nouvel objet epistemologique: la lec-
ture.» 
e. «La critique (traditionnelle] cherche en general a decouvrir le sense de l'reuvre;[ .. . ) (la nouvelle] analyse 
textuelle recuse l' idee d' un signifie dernier. [ .. . ] L 'analyse textuelle est pluraliste.» 
The last sentence retums us to the starting point of this section: modernism versus postmodernism. The 
multiplicity of overall comparative viewpoints notwithstanding, there is reasonably general agreement that 
postmodernism is, among other things, pluralistic, dialogical, performative, parodistic, experimental, and inde-
terminate. The problematics of postrnodernism, then, are clearly dominated by the concept of pluralism/ 
indeterminism. Regrettably, beyond the intellectual smoke-screen of the seemingly endJess poststructuralist 
harangue, one perceives little more than the dissonant reverberations of a nihilistic parlor-game - in short, 
<deconstructiom. But - luckily for those <reactionary> and <elitist> enough to still profess that some literature is 
<greaten and some music <fmen than another, and that some explications de texte are more valid than others -
deconstruction is not the only available mode of thought or <method >, despite the inordinate attention it com-
mands through the clamor of its oracles and acolytes. 
And that brings me to my properly brief conclusion. Even this fleeting glimpse into the critico-theoretical 
Hexenkessel of literature reveaJs, I think, that no enrichment of our understanding of music could be expected 
from a wholesa/e taking over of concepts or methods from literary theory. While the analytical needs of certain 
styles and/or genres of music may make it desirable to adapt parallel literary methods, the most <modern> trends 
in literary theory offer nothing useful for the resolution of musical debates about <text> . For in traditional literary 
studies, it is considered a material artifact - in other words, an object; but in poststructuralism this conception 
is shifted to the <work >, rendering the text indeterminate and unclassifiable, essentially a construct of language. 
And such an elusive idea is as inutile methodologically for music as it is, in truth, to literature. Faced with such 
an alternative, I wonder whether the young T.S. Eliot may not have been on to something when he declared that 
«There is no method, except tobe very intelligent»!21 
(University of Calgary, Canada) 
21 «The Perfect Critic», in: The Sacred Wood, London/New York 1960, p. 11. 
